We aim to realize a novel pen based interface system that provides various digital operations for both low-tech and high-tech people. In this paper, we developed an algorithm that associates drawn shapes, such as a circle and a rectangle, with operating commands, such as message input, address input. Using a commercially available digital pen, we confirmed that our proposed command recognition and operation algorithm worked well and outperformed usuale-mail sending operation in time. As a result, the accuracy of the command recognition is 93.8% and the response time of 90% strokes are within 100 ms.
Introduction
 ICT (information and communication technology) has provided more convenient life to us with their development. Recently, SNS (social networking service) such as LINE, Twitter and Facebook, has become part of our life. However, some people cannot use digital services and systems efficiently. One capital reason is that they feel difficulty to use conventional interface systems, such as a keyboard, a mouse, a touch-pad, a flick-input device, and so on because learning them takes long time. So, we focus a spotlight again on hand-writing motion, which was invented as soon after the birth of human race. Many people in the world have basic literacy skills, because anyone is able to master literacy skills as long as he/she receives enough education. As a user interface writing with a pen has many advantages for outputting ideas. First, a pen is good in portability. Second, it excels in instancy. Third, it excels in intuitiveness. So, if digital operations such as talking-memo, file manipulation, mail-sending, tweeting, and so on, could get executed using a pen based interface, not only low-tech people but also high-tech people can take advantage of it. Therefore, we aim to realize a novel pen based interface that provides various digital operations for both low-tech and high-tech people.
The rest of this paper is as follow: Section 2 presents related works of this paper; Section 3 provides a quick overview of our concept of pen based interface system that enables us to enforce digital operation such as, talking a digital memo, sending an e-mail or a short message, and tweeting by just writing a correspond command; Section 4 explains details of each command and an algorithm that recognizes commands and messages; In Section 5, we evaluate accuracies of a recognition and a response time as an application. 
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